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WMU CHANCELLOR

“I have no hesitation to state that 
graduating from WMU was the 
foundation of my future career, and 
was one of the most important 
occasions in my life.”

Mr Kitack Lim
Chancellor, WMU
Secretary-General, IMO
MSc, 1991 MSA(N)
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2- Feedback and feedforward. 
Quality and diversity of data are a must.
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Feedback 
(post-adjustment)

HOW
• Collect visible & pre-selected dataset (event or 

data considered as relevant) 
• AND/OR quest for low intensity signals

informing about safety status (which signals to 
select as indicators)

WHY
• Information gathering about past safety status 
• Learning tool to analyze and conduct complex 

systems in operation
ULTIMATE GOALS
• Trigger action/corrections post-event 

(whenever possible)
• Facilitate continuous and long-term 

improvements

Powerful but some limitations:
• Post-events or sensors data lead to 

reactive response (limited anticipation)
• Collect pre-selected dataset considered 

relevant
• Focus on output but do not question 

system’s structure
• Absolute dependence on data quality and 

quantity
• Automatic data collection requires 

transformation of a qualitative 
phenomenon (safety) into numbers
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Feedforward 
(anticipation)

HOW 
• Constant and qualitative dialogue with the system 

and its environment
• Cooperation between operators and decision-makers 

for high-reliability data 
WHY 
• Ascertain its real condition of good operation 
• Identify potential sources of disturbance emerging 

from the environment OR affecting systems 
components (e.g., operators)

ULTIMATE GOAL
• Anticipate (pro-active)
• Sharing the same agenda and goals (shared SA) 
• Acknowledge complexity in sociotechnical systems
• Question internal structure impacts on objectives

Acknowledge complexity and 
allow proactivity but some 
practical limitations:
• Permanent research 

capacities
• Not only simplistic numbers
• Qualitative data at the core 

and risk of subjectivity
• Establish trust between 

operators and management

Identify External and 
internal disturbances
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3- Current difficulties in collecting safety 
related data in shipping
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Post-accident data
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Printed By

Almost half of required casualty reports under IMO
code not being submitted
Of almost 900 very serious maritime casualties recorded in IMO’s database
over the last five years, just over half are the subject of filed mandatory
investigation reports, writes Nidaa Bakhsh. It means no lessons can be
learned from 47% of cases and no corrective measures taken, defeating the
point of the exercise.

by nidaa.bakhsh@informa.com

Data-crunching from January 2013 shows that 47% of incidents that require a report to be submitted to the
International Maritime Organization has not yet been submitted by flag states

WHILE MARITIME CASUALTIES LANGUISH AT THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA, REPORTS INTO ALMOST HALF

THE INCIDENTS ARE JUST AS FAR FROM REACH.

OF THE 884 very serious maritime casualties recorded in the International Maritime Organization’s database
over the last five years, reports on only 468 of them are available for public consumption.

It is a surprise to see that little more than half the mandatory investigation reports have been filed since

29 Mar 2018 OPINION

Nidaa Bakhsh @LloydsListNidaa
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Shoddy casualty investigations putting lives at risk
Our round-up of the week’s top stories from the Lloyd’s List news desk

by declan.bush@informa.com

IMO knocks back proposal to speed up casualty investigations, behind the scenes of the Lloyd’s Open Forum
dispute, and how to train seafarers for a changing future

ONE year after the oil spill disaster from the bulker Wakashio off Mauritius, the industry is still waiting for the final
accident investigation report.

That fact, while concerning, will come as no surprise to readers who have followed years of coverage by Lloyd's
List senior markets reporter Nidaa Bakhsh on the woeful state of maritime casualty investigations.

Flag states recently knocked back an industry proposal for time limits, despite repeated calls to fall in line with the
aviation industry’s reporting standards.

28 Jul 2021 ANALYSIS

Declan Bush @Declan_LL

THE WAKASHIO GROUNDING: ONE YEAR ON, THE FINAL ACCIDENT

INVESTIGATION REPORT IS STILL AWAITED.

Source: Alamy Stock Photo
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IMO chief pledges to reverse casualty reporting de7cit
IMO secretary-general Kitack Lim has set out a concrete target to improve on one of the industry's
most notorious safety shortcomings. Lim tells Lloyd's List how he plans to tackle the problem

Written by

Anastassios.Adamopoulos@informa.com

richard.meade@informa.com

Governments have submitted reports on less than half of the very serious casualties over the past five years.
Kitack Lim tells Lloyd's List he wants to raise that to at least 80% by 2022

THE International Maritime Organization’s secretary-general Kitack Lim has vowed to reverse within the next
two years the failings of IMO flag states in delivering casualty investigation reports.

“My personal aim is to have more than 80% of very serious casualties being investigated and reported on by
2022,” Mr Lim told Lloyd’s List.

20 Dec 2019 INTERVIEWS

Anastassios Adamopoulos @Anastassios_LL 

Richard Meade @Lloydslisted

LIM: WILL LEAD THE IMO UNTIL THE END OF 2023.

IMO chief pledges to reverse casualty reporting deficit :: Lloyd's List https://lloydslist.maritimeintelligence.informa.com/LL1130439/IMO-chi...
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Flag states shoot down move to speed up casualty
investigations
A proposal by industry heavyweights to have a mandatory time frame included in the casualty
investigation code was not supported by IMO member states despite repeated calls to be in line
with the aviation industry's reporting standards

by nidaa.bakhsh@informa.com

Despite repeated pledges from the IMO secretariat to require governments to transparently investigate serious
shipping casualties, flag states have quietly shot down attempts to impose a time limit on publication of reports.
This comes after Lloyd’s List revealed that governments were still failing to publish around 40% of casualty
investigations three years after Lloyd’s List first revealed that well over half of all reports were not being
completed

20 Jul 2021 NEWS

Nidaa Bakhsh @LloydsListNidaa

THE IMO IS BEING URGED TO ACT ON ACCIDENT REPORTING. Source: Joe / Alamy Stock

Photo
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Time to get serious over reporting casualties
While very serious incidents at sea appear to be on the decline, according to data analysis by
Lloyd's List, more needs to be done to get to a zero loss of life situation. One of the factors that
improves safety is the filing of accident investigation reports by flag states to the International
Maritime Organization so that trends may be spotted and action taken to avoid future tragedies.
However, half of all mandatory reports still do not appear in the public database, which means
lessons cannot be learned

by nidaa.bakhsh@informa.com

Of the 753 very serious incidents that took place since 2014, 363 accident investigation reports exist, giving a
compliance rate of 48%, according to the IMO's GISIS database

IS SAFETY in shipping really improving?

30 Apr 2019 ANALYSIS

Nidaa Bakhsh @LloydsListNidaa

ACCORDING TO MARKET PARTICIPANTS, THE TANKER SECTOR LEADS THE WAY ON SAFETY, BACKED BY

OIL MAJORS AND OTHER CHARTERERS.

Time to get serious over reporting casualties :: Lloyd's List https://lloydslist.maritimeintelligence.informa.com/LL1127045/Time-to-...
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Flag states reject proposal to improve casualty reports
At a time when flag states are failing to submit casualty investigation reports, a move that may
have improved the situation has been thrown out on technical grounds

by nidaa.bakhsh@informa.com

Flag states have rejected a proposal to make root cause analysis mandatory, saying the existing frameworks were
adequate

FLAG states have rejected a proposal for mandatory new rules that could have improved casualty reports by
requiring investigators to understand the root causes of serious accidents.

The proposal was shot down at the International Maritime Organization last week by flag states that argued that
the existing frameworks for investigations were adequate.

The decision comes as an IMO review confirmed that flag states have been failing to submit casualty reports,

02 Aug 2022 NEWS

Nidaa Bakhsh @LloydsListNidaa

ASPECTS OF THE DISASTROUS 2018 COLLISION BETWEEN TANKER SANCHI

(PICTURED, ON FIRE) AND BULK CARRIER CF CRYSTAL ARE SAID TO BE NOT

FULLY UNDERSTOOD.

Source: China Ministry of

Transport
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Flag states still failing to submit casualty reports
Final report into the Wakashio casualty is still pending two years after the grounding caused an
environmental disaster in Mauritius

by nidaa.bakhsh@informa.com

Nearly 40% of very serious casualties do not result in a flag state investigation being published, and even when
governments do manage to file the mandatory reports, many of them fail to meet the basic standards set out for
reporting

FLAG states are still failing in their duties to publish mandatory investigation reports for very serious marine
incidents.

And even when they have filed reports to the International Maritime Organization, the quality fails to meet

26 Jul 2022 NEWS

Nidaa Bakhsh @LloydsListNidaa

ALTHOUGH PANAMA, THE CHIEF INVESTIGATING STATE, RELEASED ITS INITIAL

FINDINGS TWO MONTHS AFTER THE WAKASHIO OIL SPILL THE FINAL REPORT

HAS BEEN HELD UP BECAUSE OF VITAL INFORMATION NOT BEING RELEASED

BY THE MAURITIAN AUTHORITIES.

Source: alberto / Alamy Stock

Photo
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Compared with airlines, shipping gets off lightly
The aviation industry grounds aircraft at the merest suspicion of a design fault, while its UN
agency insists on rapid investigations into major casualties. Shipping adheres to a rather less 21st
Century attitude, David Osler argues

by david.osler@informa.com

Payments to families of developing world seafarers who die in service are surprisingly small, often in the order
of tens of thousands of dollars. To put it another way, many European homeowners have more by way of
household contents insurance

WITHIN 48 hours of the Ethiopian Airlines crash, many countries had placed restrictions on the use of Boeing's
737 Max 8 aircraft.

Malaysia, Singapore, and China have since been followed by Australia and now the UK. Other countries will no

12 Mar 2019 NEWS

David Osler @:nance_LL 

RESCUERS WORK AT THE SCENE OF AN ETHIOPIAN AIRLINES FLIGHT CRASH

NEAR BISHOFTU, OR DEBRE ZEIT, SOUTH OF ADDIS ABABA, ETHIOPIA, MONDAY,

MARCH 11, 2019.

Source: AP Photo/Mulugeta

Ayene

Compared with airlines, shipping gets off lightly :: Lloyd's List https://lloydslist.maritimeintelligence.informa.com/LL1126589/Compar...
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“Nearly 40% of very serious casualties do not result in a flag state 
investigation being published, and even when governments do 
manage to file the mandatory reports, many of them fail to meet 
the basic standards set out for reporting” (LL, 26 July 2022)



Incidents and near-misses reporting
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Near Miss
Reporting Lacking
in the U.S.

Costa Concordia

BY CAPTAIN RICHARD MADDEN (HTTPS://MARITIME-
EXECUTIVE.COM/AUTHOR/CAPTAIN-RICHARD-
MADDEN) 2018-04-21 19:20:07

Let’s talk about near miss reporting. If there is a subject
sure to get eyes rolling and profanities muttered under
people’s breath in the maritime industry, it’s the topic of
near misses and their reporting.  

Near misses, near miss reporting systems and accident
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Sociological factors influencing
the practice of incident reporting:
the case of the shipping industry

Syamantak Bhattacharya
Plymouth Business School, University of Plymouth, Plymouth, UK

Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to present the ways in which underlying social and
organisational factors and employment relations underpin the practice of incident reporting in the
international shipping industry.

Design/methodology/approach – The paper uses a qualitative case study method involving field
trips to two shipping organisations and sailing on research voyages on two ships of each of the
organisations. It draws on empirical data using semi-structured interviews, notes from fieldwork
observations and documentary analysis of company policies, procedures and practices.

Findings – In the two companies studied there were significant gaps between the policy and practice
of incident reporting, which were present primarily due to the employees’ fear of losing jobs. It is
shown that these findings were manifestations of deeper sociological issues and organisational
weaknesses in the shipping industry. In particular ineffective regulatory infrastructure, weak
employment practices, the absence of trade union support and lack of organisational trust were the key
underlying concerns which made incident reporting notably ineffective in the shipping context.

Originality/value – While the weaknesses in the practice of incident reporting in the shipping
industry were reported in the past, previous studies did not offer further explanations. This paper
addresses the gap and provides another illustration of the need for looking into deeper sociological
underpinnings for practices in the workplace. The author also hopes that the study will have a positive
impact on policy makers in the shipping industry.

Keywords Incident report, Shipping industry, Employment relations, Fear of blame, Trade unions,
Organizational trust, Marine transport, Industrial relations

Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction
The significance of incident reporting stems from the notion that safeguarding workers
from workplace hazards is a continuous learning process. It is thus considered as one
of the central elements in the management of workplace health and safety (see HSE,
1997). It enables organisations to learn lessons from an incident by analysing its
underlying causal factors so that similar incidents may be prevented in the future.

In the shipping industry incident reporting is a regulatory obligation. The
International Safety Management (ISM) Code, which is a piece of globally applicable
legislation introduced to the industry in 1998, obliges the managers in shipping
companies to ensure that shipboard incidents are reported, investigated and analysed,
and subsequently the corrective actions are implemented with the objective to improve
shipboard safety (IMO, 2002).

However, reports from the industry indicate that the practice of incident reporting is
ineffective as it suffers from considerable underreporting. Maritime news articles, for
instance, point out that seafarers’ fear of being held responsible for the incidents that
they report results in significant underreporting (see, for instance, Sagen, 2006).

The current issue and full text archive of this journal is available at
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‘Between a Rock and a Hard 
Place’: The Implications of 
Lost Autonomy and Trust for 
Professionals at Sea

Helen Sampson
Cardiff University, UK

Nelson Turgo
Cardiff University, UK

Iris Acejo
Cardiff University, UK

Neil Ellis
Cardiff University, UK

Lijun Tang
Plymouth University, UK

Abstract
This article describes changes associated with increased bureaucratisation and surveillance 
in the regulation and management of the 21st century shipping industry. Drawing upon 303 
‘real-life’ vignette-based interviews, it describes how these transformations are experienced 
by contemporary navigating officers, and engineers, working on commercial cargo vessels. The 
article draws attention to the dysfunctional effects of distrust in organisations, describing how 
lost trust and associated fears impact on the decision-making process of officers thereby inducing 
a degree of organisational paralysis. This finding may be of particular significance to employers 
who have introduced punishment-centred bureaucratisation in order to improve organisational 
efficiency and who are concurrently undermining it.
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Reporting practices in merchant shipping, and the identification
of influencing factors
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a b s t r a c t

The objective of this paper is to identify the factors determining the reporting frequency of experience
data e.g. incidents and accidents. The empirical setting is the Norwegian controlled merchant fleet. Data
were collected from a survey carried out in 2006, where 1262 questionnaires were gathered from 76 ves-
sels. The data were subjected to explorative factor analysis, method of principal component and varimax
rotation. Seven factors, representing latent dimensions of safety culture, were extracted. Internal consis-
tency (Cronbach Alpha) and scale reliability were found to be acceptable. The factor scores were used in
an ordered logistic regression to examine the factors’ relationships to reporting frequency. The results
show that enhanced safety related training, a trusting and open relationship among the crew, safety ori-
ented ship management, performance of pro-active risk identification activities and feedback on reported
events all are significantly related to higher reporting frequency. On the other hand, demand for effi-
ciency and lack of attention to safety from shore personnel, are significantly related to lower reporting
frequency. The results also show a significantly lower reporting frequency among those who have worked
with their local manager less than 1 year. Bulk and dry cargo vessels also show significantly lower report-
ing frequency than those working on liquid bulk carriers.

! 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Information about incidents, near-misses, operational failures
and successes are crucial when taking a pro-active approach to
safety. Such information is often collected and processed into basic
data for remedial actions through the use of a formal safety man-
agement system, which constitutes a cornerstone of organizational
learning (Kjellén, 2000; Reason, 2001). Within the maritime indus-
try, at the international administrative level, guidelines for formal
safety assessment systems have already been developed. In these,
identification of potential hazards is the first step (International
Maritime Organization, 2007a). At company level, safety manage-
ment is regulated by the International Safety Management (ISM)
code, which requires shipping companies to have a system of
reporting and collecting experience data (International Maritime
Organization, 2002). Although various systems for safety manage-
ment do exist, safety management per se is not only a system prop-
erty. It is not sufficient simply to have a system for the collection of
safety related data. The system efficiency is determined by its
human interrelationships (crew, shore personnel, analysts and
others). A fundamental pillar of safety management is that infor-
mation reported into the system is reliable and reflects the actual

situation in working operations. Thus, under-reporting of safety
related events constitutes a major threat to the efficiency and
utility of a safety management system.

There is an extensive literature considering reporting practices
and the factors which influence these. Particular interest has been
shown in high-risk sectors such as civil aviation and nuclear power
plants. Attention has also been given to road and rail transporta-
tion, health care and oil & gas related activities. Although the
importance of reporting practices in determining the outcome of
a safety management system has been acknowledged in the liter-
ature, little attention has been given to the topic within merchant
shipping. This is somewhat surprising given that seafaring is
regarded as a high-risk occupation (Anderson, 2003; Hansen and
Pedersen, 1996; Håvold, 2005; Roberts and Marlow, 2005).

A few studies which examine merchant shipping have been
retrieved by searching through the Science Direct database for peer
reviewed publications. The findings indicate a culture of under-
reporting of safety information, which represents a shortcoming
in the their safety management (Psarros et al., 2010; Oltedal,
2010; International Maritime Organization, 2007b; Ellis et al.,
2010). An analysis of accident data from the Lloyd’s Register
FairPlay (LRFP) and the Norwegian Maritime Directorate (NMD)
for vessels registered in Norway, suggests that only 30% of acci-
dents experienced were reported (Psarros et al., 2010). Own re-
search indicates that 36% of shipboard tanker crew never or only

0925-7535/$ - see front matter ! 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.ssci.2010.09.011

! Corresponding author. Tel.: +47 20 70 26 44; fax: +47 938 26 187.
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Incident reporting in Finnish shipping companies
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Abstract The purpose of the International Safety Management Code (the ISM
Code) is to promote safety culture in the maritime industry. Learning the lessons
from incidents should help to improve safety performance since incidents and
accidents can share the same root causes. The aim of this paper is to take a closer
look at incident reporting in the Finnish shipping industry, to study the reasons for
poor incident reporting and to suggest improvements to increase reporting. The
paper consists of a literature study, which focuses on previous studies concerning
incident reporting, and an interview study, which focuses on Finnish shipping
companies and their personnel. The interview study confirmed that incident
reporting does not function properly within the Finnish maritime industry. The
maritime personnel have an occupational culture which is incompatible with the
rule-based safety management approach provided by the ISM Code. The willingness
to report incidents could be increased if all seafarers were involved in the reporting
process and the preparation of corrective actions. In addition, the reporting
procedures should be streamlined and developed to a more user-friendly direction.

Keywords Maritime safety . Safety management . Safety culture . ISMCode

1 Introduction

The International Safety Management Code (ISM Code)1 provides requirements for
safety management for shipping companies and their vessels. The ISM Code has

WMU J Marit Affairs (2011) 10:167–181
DOI 10.1007/s13437-011-0011-0

1“International Safety Management Code” means the International Management Code for the Safe
Operation of Ships and for Pollution Prevention (IMO 2010)
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1 INTRODUCTION  Maritime  safety  has  been  developed  by  fatal  or 
environment disaster accidents as  the accidents have 
revealed deficiencies  in  legislation, management and 

The Importance of Reporting All the Occurred Near 
Misses on Board: The Seafarers’ Perception 

G. Georgoulis & N. Nikitakos 
University of the Aegean, Chios, Greece 
 

ABSTRACT:  Improvement of maritime  safety has previously been based on  a  reactive  regulatory  approach, 
where regulatory improvements have been imposed to prevent recurrence of a specific type of accidental event 
or  accidental  scenario,  after  such  an  accidental  event has happened. The  ISM Code  requires  that hazardous 
situations are to be reported to the company, investigated and analyzed in order to prevent future happenings. 
Near‐miss  reporting  is positively evaluated  in  this  respect, because, near‐misses are  represented  experiences 
and mistakes that should be shared to learn from in order to prevent the occurrence of accidents.   
The expression “that was too close” on ships’ bridges between the master and the officers is rarely transferred 
to a near miss report form, preserving the probability of reoccurrence. Near misses occurred and near misses 
reported might present a big difference in number. Officers easily forget the near miss situation when the safety 
of the ship is restored. 
Hazards identification will be based on documented management system (SMS‐ TMSA‐ ISO). The analysis of 
the documented  safety and quality management will address  the gap  in order  to  improve  the  implemented 
systems.   
The objective of  this  research  is  to  find out  the best practices about near‐miss  reporting  from  the companies 
considered  to  have  high  level  of  commitment  to  safety  within  their  organization.  The  study  is  based  on 
interviews with a total of 35 seafarers who are joining on Greek ocean going vessels, and 4 representatives from 
safety departments of Greek maritime companies. 
The  research  also  aims  to  address  the  seafarers’  perspective  of  reporting  all  near misses which  have  been 
experienced while  they were  in  charge  of  specific  duties  (bridge watch,  engine  room watch)  or  any  other 
operation (mooring, maintenance, drill) carried out on board.   
The majority  of  both  the  seafarers  and  the  companies’  representatives  believe  that  prior  to  the  near miss 
reporting issue a safety culture environment on board is the real gain pursuit. In their perspective this is first 
priority to improve the general safety on board. It seems that near miss reporting is carried out on board as a 
compulsory  compliance  to  the  regulatory  framework  (ISM  implementation).  Further,  it  seems  that  the 
companies  are  not  yet  utilizing  the  reported  data  to  improve  feedback  and  the  follow‐up  within  the 
organization.   
The authors would like to thank companies’ representatives and seafarers who have participated in this study. 
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Fatigued for safety? Supply 
chain occupational health and 
safety initiatives in shipping

Syamantak Bhattacharya
International Shipping and Logistics, School of Management, Plymouth University, UK

Lijun Tang
Seafarers International Research Centre, Cardiff School of Social Sciences, Cardiff University, UK

Abstract
This article investigates impacts of supply chain occupational health and safety initiatives, utilizing 
the case of Oil Majors’ involvement in inspecting/regulating shipboard health and safety. It reveals 
that while supply chain pressure has made a contribution in improving ship safety, seafarers are 
denied participation in the management of occupational health and safety. Instead, Oil Majors 
effectively pass their pressure through ship managers down to seafarers and force them to silently 
comply. Among the consequences are work intensification and fatigue leading to a skewed impact 
on seafarers’ health and safety. This article suggests that supply chain pressure cannot be an 
adequate substitute for what an organized workforce can achieve through effective participation 
in the management of workplace health and safety.

Keywords
Control, employee participation, health and safety work, management, multinational companies

Introduction
The relation between product and service suppliers and their powerful clients in the sup-
ply chain has been increasingly recognized to be an important factor that affects employ-
ment practices. On the one hand, it is widely noted that because clients tend to transfer 
cost pressures and risks down the supply chain, suppliers are forced to use contingent and 
temporary workers. On the other, the potential is also acknowledged that the power of 
clients can be used positively to enforce good working conditions and employment prac-
tices in supplier organizations. How clients exercise their power also has implications for 
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Ship first: Seafarers’ adjustment of records on work and rest hours 
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A B S T R A C T   

The article explores the recordkeeping practices of seafarers concerning the implementation of work and rest 
hours’ regulations. In particular, it considers what motivates seafarers to hide their violations through record 
adjustment. The research adopted a qualitative research methodology to understand this industry problem, 
involving the use of semi-structured interviews. These were conducted with 20 seafarers to analyze their 
recording practices and adjustment of records. The participants underline that the imbalance between workload 
and manning levels leads to recurrent violations, particularly during port-related operations and for seafarers on 
the 6On/6Off watch system. To hide their violation and feign compliance, the data revealed that almost all 
seafarers in our study adjusted work and rest hours’ records. The fear of the consequences of non-conformities 
during third party inspections is the main driver for such adjustment of records. Employment concerns and job 
insecurity tend to make seafarers submissive to the companies’ interests, and they place the ship interests first. 
Flag State, Port State, and shipping companies seem to disregard violations and adjustments. Therefore, adjusting 
records seems a low-risk option for seafarers. However, systematic adjustment of records points to failures of the 
International Safety Management (ISM) Code and its audit system. In many cases, seafarers accept unfavorable 
work conditions and embrace the ethos of ‘ship first’.   

1. Introduction 

The elimination of barriers to trade and lowering of transportation 
costs has widely boosted globalization and seaborne trade over the past 
decades [1,87]. Globalization in maritime transportation has been 
further facilitated by technological advancement, including containeri-
zation and automation, as well as flag competition, which has enabled 
regulatory avoidance [2]. As a result, the number of crew on each cargo 
ship has been significantly reduced [3] and a global labour market of 
seafarers established [4]. Such economy-driven nature of the maritime 
industry is still the critical characteristic in today’s increasingly regu-
lated operations by the International Maritime Organization (IMO) as 
well as by national and regional bodies (e.g., United States of America, 
European Union). Stricter rules and regulations to promote safety, se-
curity, and environmental protection have increased. Consequently, the 
volume of work, including administrative tasks, has exploded, requiring 
more resources for a fixed crew size [5–10]. 

The human element is often referred to in the maritime industry 
when concerning the onboard safety of ships, which may be compro-
mised by seafarers’ fatigue, lack of sleep, stress, isolation, loneliness, 
miscommunication, and education and training matters, among other 

factors. Indeed, human errors accounted for 75%–96% of the total ma-
rine insurance claims between 2011 and 2016 [11], while other sources 
estimate higher figures [12]. The role of the human element in ensuring 
the occupational safety and health (OSH) of seafarers is primarily 
addressed by the International Safety Management (ISM) Code. The 
Code aims to provide an international standard for the safe management 
and operation of ships at sea, under Chapter IX of the International 
Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS). 

Among a variety of issues within the human element, fatigue is one of 
the most critical. From an under-researched area of shipping [13], 
fatigue-related research and academic publications have expanded in 
the maritime domain [14]. The IMO concern remains high, as exem-
plified by the 2019 Guidelines on Fatigue (MSC.1/Circ.1598) adopted 
by its Maritime Safety Committee (MSC), after extensive discussions 
(2014–2018) by its Subcommittee on Human Element, Training and 
Watchkeeping (HTW). These guidelines complement two international 
instruments quantifying the minimum hours of rest and maximum hours 
of work for seafarers. The International Convention on Standards of 
Training, Certification, and Watchkeeping for Seafarers (STCW), 1978, 
as amended, and the Maritime Labour Convention (MLC), 2006, provide 
the standards on work and rest hours for seafarers. The assumption is 
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Optimization of work and rest hours for
navigation officers on the ship

H. Simkuva1, A. Purins1, S. Mihailova2, and I.J. Mihailovs2

1 Latvian Maritime Academy, Riga, Latvia
2 Rı̄ga Stradiņ! University, Riga, Latvia

Abstract. The topic of the research as a whole is dedicated to studies
of the work load of navigation officers and, consequently, is related to
the current international research on the quality of working life. Issues of
seafarers’ working time are very topical because in recent years the load
of navigation officers has significantly increased, either due to increase
in shipping intensity, or in the context of the new international maritime
law, for example, compliance with the requirements of the ISM CODE
(International Management safety Code), THE ISPS (The International Ship
and Port Facility Security Code). Irregularities are observed in practice of the
seafarers’ working hours and rest hours, and even the mismatch, as presented
in the port of inspection materials. This article is intended to assess the
2nd and 3rd Officer’s load compliance with the regulatory enactments for
the work and rest regime to develop proposals to load optimization. Load
analysis of Navigation officers is based on international maritime regulations
that determine the work and rest regime on ships STCW (The International
Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for
Seafarers), MLC (Maritime Labour Convention). In the article, concrete data
is used from the research, which was conducted 18 months on the Handy
type of tanker from July, 2012 till December, 2013 in the real time mode.
In the article is also concrete data used from 340 survey respondents, which
reflects the views of the navigation officers on violations of the work and rest
regime on the ship and the fatigue issue.
Key words: watchkeeping regime, fatigue, congestion, the rest time,
navigation incident, navigation crashes, watchkeeper, timekeeper, Maritime
Single Windows 2 / O (2nd Officer), 3 / o (3rd Officer), SMS (Safety
Management System).

1. Introduction
Over the last 20 years, shipping intensity in the world has increased more than 4 times,
and with it the workload of the ship’s crew has grown significantly, that is proved by the
Port inspection materials, and the documents for seafarers’ watches (American Geophysical
Union (AGU, 2014). At the same time, the work and rest regime breaches, and discrepancies
are regularly fixed on ships. There are various causes of the increase in the load: 1) still
there is a tendency to reduce the number of the crew on board (Smith, 2007), 2) shipping
intensity has increased (AGU, 2014); 3) new regulations, such as ISM Code and ISPS CODE
requirements, have been introduced. In particular, the increase relates to the navigation
officers, especially 2nd and 3rd officers, due to frequent port rotation, complex maritime
areas, mooring operations, cargo operations, and administrative work leads to systematic
violations of minimum hours of rest and regular overload. Of particular importance is the

C! The Authors, published by EDP Sciences. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License 4.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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“The audit of the containers removed from MSC Napoli 
and the deadload calculated on departure, indicate that 
the declared weights of many of the containers carried 
by the vessel were inaccurate.” (MCA, 2008)

Report on the investigation of

the structural failure of

MSC Napoli

English Channel

on 18 January 2007

Marine Accident Investigation Branch
Carlton House
Carlton Place
Southampton

United Kingdom 
SO15 2DZ

Report No 9/2008 
April 2008
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High-pro)le box spills double normal annual total
IUMI cargo committee chair highlights recent major casualties, accumulation risk and riot claims
in wake of rise of social justice movements

by david.osler@informa.com

‘These events highlight some engineering complication while moving boxes on larger ships while weather
patterns are constantly getting more aggressive,’ argues Falvey Cargo Underwriting’s senior vice-president for
Canada Isabelle Therrien

TWICE as many boxes have been lost in two recent major incidents alone than is normal worldwide in an entire
year, the International Union of Marine Insurance’s cargo committee chair has said.

Falvey Cargo Underwriting’s senior vice-president for Canada Isabelle Therrien was speaking following a virtual
meeting of the trade association’s winter conference.

She highlighted the ONE Apus (IMO: 9806079) and Maersk Essen (IMO: 9456783) casualties, which took place in
November last year and January this year respectively.

11 Feb 2021 ANALYSIS

David Osler @:nance_LL 

MAERSK ESSEN LOST 750 CONTAINERS DURING HEAVY WEATHER.

High-profile box spills double normal annual total :: Lloyd's List https://lloydslist.maritimeintelligence.informa.com/LL1135757/High-prof...
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Deficiencies 

Chile 3681 108 2.93% 36 39 10 4 1 4 9 5 0 108 

Republic 
of Korea 8537 393 4.60% - 275 73 1 20 24 - - - 393 

Finland 446 36 8.07% - 8 1 - - 8 - 1 - 36 

United 
States 51619 3260 6.32% - 2275 565 170 - 1105 92 247 - 4533 

Total 64283 3797 5.91% 36 2597 649 175 21 1141 101 253 0 5070 
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Bangladesh inland container terminal 1re leaves 49
dead
Death toll includes firefighters sent to quell the blaze following suspected dangerous goods
explosions

by james.baker@informa.com

Unmarked dangerous goods have been implicated as the cause of an explosion and fire at an inland terminal.
Initial firefighting efforts were unaware that chemicals were present

A FIRE and explosion at an inland terminal in Bangladesh are again raising questions over the transport and
storage of dangerous goods in containers.

At least 49 people are known to have died in the disaster at the BN Container Terminal, which broke out on the
evening of June 4, including firefighters who were sent to tackle the initial blaze.

06 Jun 2022 NEWS

James Baker @JamesBakerCI

UNMARKED CONTAINERS HOLDING HYDROGEN PEROXIDE ARE THOUGHT TO

HAVE CAUSED THE EXPLOSION FOLLOWING THE FIRE.

Source: Zuma Press / Alamy

Stock Photo

Bangladesh inland container terminal fire leaves 49 dead :: Lloyd's List https://lloydslist.maritimeintelligence.informa.com/LL1141134/Banglade...
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Large explosion and /re on containership at Jebel Ali
port
The fire on board a containership anchored at Jebel Ali port has been largely contained, according
to authorities

by Inderpreet.walia@informa.com

No casualties have been reported, according to authorities. They say the fire appears to have started in a
container holding ‘flammable material’

AUTHORITIES in Dubai say a fire that erupted on a containership at Jebel Ali port has been bought under
control and that there is no damage to port infrastructure.

“We assure the people of Dubai and the UAE that the logistics and operational facilities of Jebel Ali port have
not suffered any damage, and the accident has not affected the movement of ships due to its distance from the

08 Jul 2021 NEWS

Inderpreet Walia @w_inderpreet

DUBAI AUTHORITIES SAY NO DAMAGE WAS DONE TO THE PORT IN THE

EXPLOSION

Source: DP World

Large explosion and fire on containership at Jebel Ali port :: Lloyd's List https://lloydslist.maritimeintelligence.informa.com/LL1137481/Large-ex...
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Misdeclared cargoes accounting for more container
2res
Container fires started by cargoes that are not what they are claimed to be are more widespread
than statistics show. If one takes near-misses into account, the figure is closer to one fire per week
being largely doused by crews

by nidaa.bakhsh@informa.com

Current statistics show that a serious fire is occurring every 30 days, rather than every 60 days, says TT Club, and
the issue needs to be addressed through collaboration

CONTAINER fires are reaching a critical level and must be addressed, a forum on hazardous cargo in London has
been told.

Current statistics show that serious fires — categorised as requiring external assistance — are occurring every 30
days, according to TT Club’s risk management director Peregrine Storrs-Fox. That compares with a previous

14 Nov 2019 NEWS

Nidaa Bakhsh @LloydsListNidaa

LLOYD’S LIST ENDING MISDECLARED CARGO FORUM WAS HELD IN LONDON.

Misdeclared cargoes accounting for more container fires :: Lloyd's List https://lloydslist.maritimeintelligence.informa.com/LL1129974/Misdecla...
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X-Press Pearl operator says master bailed following court
hearing
Sri Lanka is reported to be seeking $40m in interim compensation from operator X-Press Feeders, partly to cover firefighting costs.
Clean-up efforts continue

by 

The Russian master of the fire-stricken boxship X-Press Pearl was released on bail after appearing in court without charge, according to the vessel’s
owner 

15 Jun 2021 NEWS

Lloyd's List

X-Press Pearl operator says master bailed following court hearing :: Lloyd's List https://lloydslist.maritimeintelligence.informa.com/LL1137166/X-Press-Pearl-operator-says-ma...
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a b s t r a c t

The release of packaged or containerized dangerous goods during transport can have serious conse-
quences on board a ship. This study was focused on identifying factors contributing to these types of
releases and on investigating the contribution of dangerous goods accidents to overall container ship
accident rates. Records of dangerous goods releases from a US and a UK database for an 11-year period
covering 1998–2008 were analyzed to identify and categorize main contributing factors. The majority of
releases, estimated as 97% of the US events and 94% of the UK events, did not follow another primary acci-
dent type such as a collision. Faults that occurred during activities such as preparation of the goods for
transport, packaging, stuffing containers, and loading the ship were main factors contributing to the
release of the dangerous goods on board the ship. For container ship casualties occurring worldwide dur-
ing the same period, 1998–2008, accidents involving packaged dangerous goods were estimated to
account for 15% of all fatalities. Self-ignition or ignition of incorrectly declared dangerous goods was iden-
tified as a contributing factor for the fatal accidents. Ensuring that dangerous goods are correctly pre-
pared and documented for marine transport is thus very important for preventing releases and
improving on board safety.

! 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

There have been serious accidents involving the sea transport
of containerized dangerous goods in recent years, including a fire
that resulted in a fatality and the loss of the Sea Elegance con-
tainer ship in 2003, the explosion and fire on the Hyundai Fortune
in 2006, and the explosion and fire on the Zim Haifa in 2007. Dan-
gerous goods are transported on a regular basis in cargo transport
units and include many widely used commodities. Burgess (2006)
states that on many shipping routes, dangerous goods are carried
in about 10% of containers. Munich Re Group (2002) reports that
container vessels can sometimes carry as much as 10–40%
hazardous cargo.

Mawson (2003) states that the safe transport of dangerous
goods is one of the most serious challenges to container shipping.
The ship operator receives containers that are closed and sealed,
and thus cannot confirm with certainty that the contents are prop-
erly stowed, secured, and prepared for transport. Even the nature
of the contents themselves cannot be confirmed with certainty.
Non-compliance with the relevant International Maritime Organi-
zation (IMO) codes and guidelines for cargo transport units carry-
ing dangerous goods is not infrequent. Results of inspection

programs carried out in 2008 showed that on average 34% of
inspected units were noted to have deficiencies, for the 11 coun-
tries reporting (IMO Sub-Committee on Dangerous Goods, Solid
Cargoes, and Containers, 2009).

There can be many participants involved in the packaging and
transport of dangerous goods before they are loaded onto a ship,
including supplier, road or rail carrier, freight consolidator, and ste-
vedore. The safety of the marine transport operation depends on
the reliable and conscientious performance of these participants.
Wang and Foinikis (2001), in their formal safety assessment of con-
tainer ships, observed that shore error accounts for a high percent-
age of all major loss incidents. Darbra and Casal’s (2004) study of
major accidents involving hazardous materials at port facilities
found impact to be a predominant cause, including ship/land,
ship/ship, and land vehicle collisions. This observation was based
on data for accidents that occurred during transport, processing
and storage of hazardous substances. A study specifically focused
on releases of containerized dangerous goods during sea transport
was not found in the literature.

The overall goals of this study were to investigate the contribu-
tion of dangerous goods releases to overall container ship accident
rates and to assess the contributing factors to releases with respect
to where along the transport chain they originate. Objectives were
as follows:

0925-7535/$ - see front matter ! 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.ssci.2011.04.004
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Chemical leak reported
on boxship
Fire crews called to Southampton after incident on Vecchio
Bridge.

June 22nd, 2017 14:27 GMT by Gary Dixon

Firefighters were called to the port of Southampton in the UK after chemicals leaked
from a container.

The box was on board the 4,738-teu Japanese vessel Vecchio Bridge (built 2005), the
Daily Echo reported.

No casualties were reported, but a cordon was put in place on Wednesday.

A spokesperson for DP World Southampton told the newspaper: “We can confirm that
14:20 a member of staff found a container to be leaking on board the vessel Vecchio
Bridge.

"As a responsible port operator we have robust procedures and initiated an action
programme straight away."

"As precaution, vessel operations on the Vecchio Bridge have been suspended. All other
terminal operations are currently unaffected.”

The ship is operated by Fukujin Kisen.

Chemical leak reported on boxship | TradeWinds http://www.tradewindsnews.com/liner/1289206/chemical-leak-rep...
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Total losses in the single digits for the second time in
seven years
Analysis of second-quarter casualty reports shows unusually low losses but increased levels of
collisions and fires

by Bridget.Diakun@informa.com

Despite only nine total vessel losses being recorded in the second quarter, Lloyd’s List Intelligence casualty
report analysis shows a growing number of casualties involving fires, an area of significant concern for many
shipowners and insurers

TOTAL shipping casualties numbered nine in the second quarter, down from 16 during the first three months of
the year.

It is the second time since 2015 that less than 10 total vessel losses have been recorded in a three-month period.

23 Aug 2022 ANALYSIS

Bridget Diakun @bridget_diakun

THE FELICITY ACE, WHICH SANK IN MARCH AFTER A FIRE BROKE OUT, IS AN

EXAMPLE OF THE RISK FACING VEHICLE CARRIERS.

Source: VSLJOIN

Total losses in the single digits for the second time in seven years :: Lloy... https://lloydslist.maritimeintelligence.informa.com/LL1142023/Total-lo...

1 of 4 24/8/22, 10:09

For a 4.000 TEUs ship, it makes 200 Containers
And a 20.000 TEUs, it makes 1.000 Containers  

Expert article 1388  Baltic Rim Economies, 13.11.2013                                                        Quarterly  Review  6▪2013 
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Containership gigantism – reaching the limits of uncertainty 
By Raphaël Baumler 

In July 2013, the largest containership ever began its 
operations. Once more and since 1996, the Danish company 
Maersk sets containership standards by launching triple-E 
class which means "Economy of scale, Energy efficient and 
Environmentally improved" design. Soon after, other 
companies declared their intention to embrace the race to 
gigantism. For the time being, this strategy of economy of 
scale seems successful. The Ultra Large Container Ships 
(ULCS) category is expanding in size and number. An 
economic approach (reduction of container slot price) 
combined with an environmental communication policy 
(reduced air emissions by slot) justify this tendency.  

However, ULCS ships do not exist in isolation; they 
integrate existing transportation systems having their own 
inherent restrictions. Indeed, to benefit from their size, each 
segment of the supply chain must acquire the appropriate 
dimension to accompany the move to gigantism. In short, 
ULCS forces landside adaptation in order to maintain smooth 
and efficient flow of operation. Ports need to be geographically 
shaped and prepared to accept such monsters. Berth and 
storage facilities, appropriate port equipment, and adequate 
structures are vital to avoid impairing the expected competitive 
advantages of ULCS. The need to adapt the complete 
transportation system combined with geographical and 
technical constraints have serious impact on ULCS operational 
flexibility. Today, few ports meet ULCS demands. So optimized 
operations are difficult to achieve in many other ports. 
Consequently, the range and possibilities of deployment of 
such ships are reduced. To cope with the shipping gigantism, 
large port and hinterland investments are required to avoid 
cargo supply disruption and to optimize load as well as reduce 
excessive time in ports. But, unlike shipbuilding, port 
modification and supply system transformation may take years 
and considerable efforts in many countries. This situation may 
destabilize the adequacy of port and ship dimensions.  

In addition, intrinsic uncertainties   on   ship’s   load   may  
endanger their resilience. Effectively, the present container 
trade is characterized by a permanent inability to accurately 
assess cargoes, particularly in terms of weight distribution and 
container contents. Several casualties have demonstrated the 
lack of consistency between the actual cargo declaration and 
the real content of the containers. After the 2007 foundering of 
the MSC Napoly, the investigation conducted by the Maritime 
Accident Investigation Branch (MAIB) in the UK unveiled, inter 
alia,   that   20%  of   the   containers   analyzed   “were  more   than   3  
tonnes  different  from  their  declared  weights.”  With  such  levels  
of uncertainty on container weights, total cargo weight and 
distribution of masses on board cannot be established with 
confidence, which jeopardizes the risk management on ships. 
Despite their quality, the on-board computerized loading 
systems reach their limits with data quality inputs. Without 
proper supervision possibilities, the crewmembers in charge of 
the safe loading become blind and have to rely on unverified 
data. Therefore, the seafarers are unable to adequately assess 
and manage the risks associated with the cargo. So, despite 
the  onboard  efforts  to  preserve  ship’s  stability  and  integrity,  the  
weights distribution uncertainties affect the overall strengths 
applied on the ship structure and raise the level of risks. 
Repeated over time, this situation may endanger the ship 
resilience and endanger the ship itself.  

Other investigations following incidents and accidents 
showed that other serious issues affect containerships. 

Misdeclaration of dangerous goods constitutes one of the main 
risks affecting safety. Fire and explosion causing extensive 
damages have been observed. In addition, several security 
issues have been documented. In this respect, in its 2012 
report on Maritime Transport and Destabilizing Commodity 
Flows, the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute 
(SIPRI) highlighted the growing use of containerization to 
traffic of arms. SIPRI declared that control deficiency in the 
container trade permits unlawful activities to flourish. Drug, 
waste and human trafficking have also been reported. 
Moreover, on larger ships, the amount of containers carried 
increases uncertainty levels and may seriously affect   ships’  
resilience – e.g. the absolute weight gap between declared 
and existing weights increases mathematically with ships size 
as well as the potentially harmful contents locked behind 
container doors. Coincidence or misfortune, during the first half 
of 2013, two of the largest ULCS suffered casualties - engine 
flooding on Emma Maersk and container fire on the Eugen 
Maersk; and two serious disasters affected container shipping 
during summer 2013 – the split and sinking of the 2008 
containership MOL Comfort in June and the total loss of the 
Hansa Brandenburg after a fire in July. These consecutive 
accidents question the safety of poorly regulated traffic of 
containers.     

The inconsistent or lack of controls of container weights 
and contents find its reason in the willingness to avoid trade 
disruption. In the investigation report on the Annabella in 2007, 
the  MAIB   summarized   the   issue:   “While   key   industry   players  
will attest that safety is of paramount concern, evidence 
obtained during this and other MAIB investigations into 
container shipping accidents suggests that in reality, the safety 
of ships, crews and the environment is being compromised by 
the overriding desire to maintain established schedules or 
optimize  port  turn  round  times.”   

In conclusion, the economic and commercial calculation 
justifying gigantism may be caught up by world realities. 
Unsuitable transportation chain and inadequate container 
control may generate serious operational hazards. Without 
adequate integration of uncertainties affecting the container 
trade, proper risk management mechanisms and mitigation 
measures cannot secure nor ensure ship safety and security. 
In this respect, industry leaders and countries demonstrated 
their willingness to solve some issues related to misdeclaration 
of containers during the last meeting of the Sub-committee on 
Dangerous Goods, Solid Cargoes and Containers at the 
International Maritime Organization in September 2013. While 
the industry tends to gigantism and therefore require an ever 
increasing level of accuracy in its operations, the identification, 
assessment and management of uncertainties become 
paramount for vessel safety and environment protection as 
well as for business preservation. 
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No risk 
management 

possible without 
data quality



IN CONSEQUENCE

No feedback mechanism nor 
model nor risk analysis 

without quality data
Prof. Raphael Baumler - WMU 



Data/reporting reliability – a matter of trust

STRENGTHENING reporting and data quality by establishing 
trustful relationships: 

• Eliminate fear and reassure / build trust and respect

• Recall vital priorities / Caring for operators

• Change practices and habits / establish long-term commitment
• Establish a learning culture

Prof. Raphael Baumler - WMU 



4- Safety Learning Culture in link with 
SAFEMODE - H2020 EU project 
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Towards a Safety Learning Culture
SAFEMODE Project Consortium Leaders & participants of the safety learning culture activity



What keeps ship safe

Assessment of:

Investigation

Reporting Near miss Reporting

Understanding 
Human Element

Safety Management System

Just Culture

Safety Learning

Cultural change to overcome barriers

Via Investigator and Seafarer 
Interviews 



“There needs to be a Culture framework 
put in place in Maritime to facilitate 
reporting, and thus learning.”

Towards a Safety Learning Culture
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Need for Safety Learning Culture

Ø To choose learn over blame
Ø To build trust and improve operational safety
Ø To obtain more accurate and consistent 

understanding of the critical factors leading to 
incidents and accidents

Ø To avoid incidents and accidents via more 
systemic accident prevention strategies that 
go beyond isolated events

Ø To ensure learning occur at all levels, whether 
on the ship, onshore, across the fleet, across a 
segment of the industry, or throughout the 
industry as a whole



5- Conclusion
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Quest for data reliability and quality
Focus on work realities 
Support qualitative research to complement numbers
Learning instead of blaming 
Build trust and enhance cooperation 
(operators/designers/managers) for quality feedback
Develop systemic approach (feedforward)

Learning is everywhere BUT 
identify problems before imposing solutions



The Trust loop

People as 
solution

Focus on 
relationships & 

enquiry

Increased trust 
& learning

Psychological 
safety

Intrinsic speak 
up culture

Data flow & 
quality 

enhanced

(The Trust loop. 
Adapted from C. Lloyd, 2021)
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Thank you for your attention
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“It's said that a wise person learns from his mistakes, 
a wiser one learns from others' mistakes, but the 
wisest person of all learns from others' successes.”
— John C Maxwell 


